
On Sale Date August 29, 2023 

Ablaze (Diamond Books) 

Grumpy Cat: The Grumpus and Other Horrible Holiday Tales is a collection of 
stories featuring everyone's favorite feline sourpuss that will help keep you in 
the grumpy spirit all throughout the most joyous season of the year!

Grumpy Cat and her friends star in an origin story parody of the popular 
Christmas figure The Krampus in the title story.

The book also includes other brand new short stories, including:

• “Grumpy the Snowcat”
• “Santa Claws”
• “Grumpy Cat vs. Merry Martians”
• “Deck the Grumpy Halls”
• “You’re a Mean One, Ms. Grumpy”
• “The Christmas Curse”

ISBN 9781684970872 

August 2023 

$14.99 



On Sale Date August 29, 2023 

Ablaze (Diamond Books) 

Emma, a newly single cartoonist in her thirties, impulsively finds herself standing in Roncesvalles 

with her gaze fixed on Santiago de Compostela. Following the pilgrimage route known as The Way of 

St. James, she realizes the path she is traveling is bringing her closer to and somehow farther away 

from everyone around her, that the weight of her backpack is more than the clothes and pans inside, 

and that what she believed to be a simple walk to get some miles behind her (and her past) is a 

chance to learn not only about the people she meets along the way, but also herself.

Creators Paco Hernández & José Ángel Ares bring you a story of friendship, family and learning. An 

emotional journey from which no one will return being the same.

ISBN 9781684971305 

August 2023 

$19.99 



On Sale Date August 29, 2023 

Ablaze (Diamond Books) 

One Hundred Tales is a story about being careful what you wish for.

Ichirui Hanri is an ordinary accountant servicing his master. Though innocent, 
he is ordered to commit hara-kiri after being entangled in some trouble in his 
master's house. Just then, a witch named Sudama appears. She signs a 
contract with Hanri to obtain his soul in exchange for fulfilling three of his 
wishes. Hanri gets what he wants...but the price he pays is too high.

An enchanting supernatural fable from Osamu Tezuka, known worldwide as 
the “Godfather of Manga” and the most influential person of the past century 
in the development of Japanese manga and anime. 

ISBN 9781684971749 

August 2023 

$12.99 



On Sale Date August 29, 2023 

Ablaze (Diamond Books) 

In these times, if you're too good or bad at something or simply too 
beautiful, you're called a witch. But there also exist magical beings called 
witches, who can wield great powers of destruction and manipulation, 
sometimes doing so in the pursuit of love with human beings.

Spinning out from the events of Volume 1, we find another tale of a witch’s 
devotion to true, tenderly mortal love. Disguising herself to fit into the world 
of humans, Cordelia desires to build a life with the kind-hearted Michael, but 
can their love survive the truth of her origins? Plus: can a resilient human 
woman change the heart of one of the witches’ cynical sisters? 

ISBN 9781684971732 

August 2023 

$19.99 



On Sale Date June 7, 2023 

Action Lab (Diamond Books) 

Irish mythology gets a modern interpretation.

Long ago, a war raged to extinguish all magic from this world and magic has 
not been felt since. But when Aisling, an angry Irish orphan, runs away from 
foster care, she's going to discover that the war isn't over. And with the help 
of an ancient Celtic warrior, a rogue priest, and a dark fairy, she will find 
herself on the run from the darkest creatures of the ages. Her only hope - 
find out where the magic went and how to bring it back! 

Action Lab presents the first volume of a new series that connects readers to 
the search for belonging, redemption, and the magic inside us. 

Collects The Ballad of Ronan Issues 1-3. 

ISBN 9781632296214 

August 2023 

$12.99 



On Sale Date August 8, 2023 

Aftershock Comics (Diamond Books) 

Fifteen-year-old Patrick Todd lives on the run, hiding out in seedy motels, 
living out of his backpack and making sure that his mom – recently struck 
down by a mysterious illness of the mind – is well cared for.

But doctors cost money. A lot of money. And, so, Patrick turns to a life of 
crime. Using the telepathic abilities he’s been hiding all his life, he forces the 
worst of the worst to rob banks, taking the money before making them turn 
themselves in to the police.

But someone has taken notice of Patrick’s schemes. A reckoning is coming. 
Will the police find Patrick in time to save him, or will he become yet another 
victim of the killer called Zeus?

Written by Ed Brisson (BEYOND THE BREACH, Uncanny X-Men, Old Man 
Logan) and illustrated by Gavin Guidry (Captain America: The Ghost Army, 
Going to The Chapel), THERE’S SOMETHING WRONG WITH PATRICK TODD 

ISBN 9781956731231 

August 2023 

$17.99 



On Sale Date August 29, 2023 

Dynamite (Diamond Books) 

He is the terror that flaps in the night…

He is the ferocious fowl who plucks the evil eye from the face of foul play…

He is Darkwing Duck!

Alongside his trusty sidekick Lauchpad McQuack, Darkwing hyper-vigilantly 
defends St. Canard from the dastardly, devilish demons who would wage 
wanton war! By night, our caped defender lurks in the shadows, striking fear 
(and maybe confusion?) in the heart of the criminal underworld…but by day, 
no one suspects that Darkwing is also mild-mannered Drake Mallard, a well-
meaning father to his adorable adopted daughter, Gosalyn! Can Darkwing 
successfully navigate his two separate lives, all while looking incredibly cool 
and impossibly handsome? (Hint: Probably not, but…) You'll have to read to 
find out! 

ISBN 9781524123581 

August 2023 

$19.99 



On Sale Date August 22, 2023 

Dynamite (Diamond Books) 

Brief Description
(none)
Description*
"The insane minds of Adam F. Goldberg, Hans Rodionoff and Jeff Zapata have 
joined forces to bring you the Garbage Pail Kids as you've never seen them 
before. Dynamite Entertainment and this incredible trio of creators proudly 
presents give you… Garbage Pail Kids: Origins!

This all-new GPK book is a bad-ass, sprawling, superhero epic; we not only 
learn how our GPK heroes came to be… but we also reveal to the world that 
Adam Bomb and his gang of good guys were instrumental in the outcome of 
World War II and the fate of humanity!

Story 1, starts with Adam Bomb's origin and how he begins as an 
unassuming, flat-footed soda jerk named Adam Baum… ultimately 
transforming into an All-American superhero named Adam Bomb. Thanks to 

ISBN 9781524123741 

August 2023 

$9.99 



On Sale Date August 22, 2023 

Dynamite (Diamond Books) 

At long last, the Lord of the Jungle returns!

One of the most famous and recognizable characters in the history of fiction 
is back, starting with an adventure that returns us to the days before his 
birth, as well as a time later in life, when a past wrong must be made right, 
no matter what manner of beast or obstacle stands in Tarzan's way.

From acclaimed writer Dan Jurgens (Superman, Spider-Man, Thor, Booster 
Gold, Justice League and so many more) comes a tale that wraps the familiar 
with something brand new. With epic art by Tarzan newspaper artist Benito 
Gallego, this is sure to be a book that delivers for Tarzan fans both old and 
new!" 

ISBN 9781524123802 

August 2023 

$19.99 



On Sale Date July 4, 2023 

Dynamite (Diamond Books) 

The epic tale by New York Times best-selling author Brandon Sanderson 
returns with an incredible omnibus anniversary edition! Celebrating five years 
since its publication, we have collected all three volumes of this seminal tale 
into a massive nearly 500 page tome that tells the complete story in one 
beautiful edition. This masterful tale will captivate you with powerful 
characters in an unfathomable world that only the masterwork of Sanderson 
can deliver!

White Sand brings to life a crucial component of the sprawling Cosmere 
universe. The previously unpublished story is told by Brandon Sanderson and 
Rik Hoskin (Mercy Thompson), with art by Julius Gopez & colors by Ross 
Campbell.

On the planet of Taldain, the legendary Sand Masters harness arcane powers 
to manipulate sand in spectacular ways. But when they are slaughtered in a 
sinister conspiracy, the weakest of their number, Kenton, believes himself to 

ISBN 9781524122577 

August 2023 

$70.00 



On Sale Date July 25, 2023 

Dynamite (Diamond Books) 

OO7 is back in action!

After a high-stakes rescue mission is mysteriously, violently sabotaged, 
Bond's future at MI6 hangs in the balance. As he awaits his fate, James Bond 
is urgently contacted by an old flame and mentor: Gwendolyn Gann, formerly 
Agent OO3, who warns Bond of an existential threat to England and the 
global balance of power. But before they can meet, OO3 turns up dead, 
sending Bond on the most personal mission of his career: find Gwendolyn 
Gann's killers, and expose the shadowy organization known only as 
"Myrmidon." 

ISBN 9781524123208 

August 2023 

$24.99 



On Sale Date July 25, 2023 

Dynamite (Diamond Books) 

Red Sonja carries a hazy vision that lurks just out of reach in her memories. 
The answer to that mysterious moment will unlock a journey of forbidden 
magic and searing steel as Sonja's past and present collide in a quest beyond 
anything our scarlet-haired hero has faced before!"

Dynamite Entertainment is proud to present a sweeping story of sword and 
sorcery and high adventure by writer Jim Zub (Conan the Barbarian, 
Dungeons & Dragons, Avengers) and artist Giovanni Valletta (John Wick, 
James Bond)! 

ISBN 9781524123239 

August 2023 

$19.99 



On Sale Date August 15, 2023 

Gemstone Publishing (Diamond Books) 

Since 1970, The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide has been known as "the 
Bible" of comic book dealers, collectors and historians. In addition to all the 
new prices, market reports, and Overstreet Hall of Fame inductees, this 
edition features a 60th anniversary look at Marvel's Avengers and insights 
into DC's decades of Justice League/Justice Society crossovers. Avengers 
cover by Kevin Nowlan. 

ISBN 9781603606202 

August 2023 

$34.95 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: August 15, 

Image Comics (Diamond Books) 

Critically acclaimed A RIGHTEOUS THIRST FOR VENGEANCE collected in one deluxe, 
OVERSIZED, hardcover edition!

When an unassuming man stops vicious dark web contract assassins from killing 
their target, he turns himself into one. A quiet, atmospheric slice of life story with 
sudden bouts of unique and brutal violence. New York Times bestselling writer RICK 
REMENDER (Seven to Eternity, Deadly Class) and megastar artist ANDRÉ LIMA 
ARAÚJO (Generation Gone, The Wicked + The Divine) present the story of an 
unlikely surrogate to a boy hunted by powerful men who are used to getting away 
with everything in one giant prestige edition loaded with variant covers, sketches, 
model sheet designs, raw inks, and script pages -- the ultimate oversized format to 
enjoy this groundbreaking series.

Collects RIGHTEOUS THIRST FOR VENGEANCE #1-11

ISBN 9781534399945 

August 2023 

$39.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: August 29, 

Image Comics (Diamond Books) 

The classic fantasy-adventure epic. Young Fletcher Arrowsmith learns the true 
cost of war, in an alternate history where dragons and magic spells are as much 
a part of World War I as bullets and barbed wire.

Collects Arrowsmith series one issues 1-6

ISBN 9781534399617 

August 2023 

$16.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: August 29, 

Image Comics (Diamond Books) 

Presenting here the first major work from the creative minds behind ICE CREAM MAN-re-lettered, 

remastered, and under its original intended name! The world of fine art is falling apart, and only 

ART BRUT knows how to fix it. Alongside the Bureau of Artistic Integrity, Arthur Brut the Mad 

Dreampainter (and his trusty sidekick, Manny the Mannequin) must dive back into the very 

paintings that made him insane...or reality itself might just crumble to pieces.

A colorful, gonzo romp through art and art history, ART BRUT is equal parts police procedural, hyper

-fantasy, and psychological thriller--a veritable Pollock-splatter of comics genres tossed onto one 

giant pulpy canvas! Each chapter features new cover art, new design, and a new Silver Age-style 

backup story featuring the art hero that no one's ever heard of--until now! Originally published 

under the title The Electric Sublime, this special hardcover edition presents the NPR-lauded, 

critically acclaimed material in its intended form.

Collects ART BRUT #1-4

ISBN 9781534399808 

August 2023 

$19.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: August 8, 

Image Comics (Diamond Books) 

Love your country then rip it down! The critically-acclaimed indie 
superhero hit gets its own paperback collection for the first time! 
Beloved supersoldier, American, uncovers the dark truth behind 
The White House and burns the word 'Liar' into the forehead of 
The President on live TV. Now on the run with a rogue CIA agent, 
he intends to reveal everything he now knows to the world. Can 
his former teammates, the superteam Enola Gay, stop him?

From Rob Williams (Suicide Squad), Trev Hairsine (DCeased) and Travel 
Foreman (Animal Man)!
Collects CLA$$WAR #1-6

ISBN 9781534315914 

August 2023 

$16.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: August 1, 

Image Comics (Diamond Books) 

If you had one wish... what would you wish for? What if everyone 
else on the planet had one wish too? That's Eight Billion Genies. 
Eight seconds after magical genies grant every person on earth one 
wish, the world is transformed forever...and that’s just the beginning!

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Charles Soule (Light of 
the Jedi, Undiscovered Country) and superstar artist Ryan Browne 
(Curse Words, God Hates Astronauts) comes the most thought-
provoking, hilarious, terrifying and emotional ride of the year.

Collects the eight issue series.

Soon to be a major motion picture from Amazon Studios!

ISBN 9781534323537 

August 2023 

$39.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: August 22, 

Image Comics (Diamond Books) 

The small group of child vampires has been fractured by the arrival of humans to 
the ruins of the city they call "home." Their ultimate survival depends on their 
ability to work together against the humans.

The thrilling conclusion to the newest series from JEFF LEMIRE & DUSTIN 
NGUYEN, the Eisner-winning creative team behind the bestselling 
DESCENDER and ASCENDER series.

Collects LITTLE MONSTERS #7-13

ISBN 9781534399686 

August 2023 

$16.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: August 29, 

Image Comics (Diamond Books) 

The last time the Prodigy awoke, the world narrowly avoided armageddon.

For the first time in millennia, the Awakened are finally united. On the run after the explosive 

events of Brazil, and with the agents of the One King close at every turn, Christopher's mission is 

finally clear: destroy the God Machine.

It's time to end the world.

Collects ORDINARY GODS #7-12

ISBN 9781534322325 

August 2023 

$16.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: August 15, 

Image Comics (Diamond Books) 

Serial killing, cannibalistic furries! PLASTIC and VINYL creators DOUG WAGNER and 
DANIEL HILLYARD are back. This time they’ve recruited colorist extraordinaire RICO 
RENZI for their disturbing “neon-horror” spin on fursuit psychopaths and bizarre 
love.
In PLUSH, Devin Fulcher is coerced into attending his first furry convention. When he 
accidentally happens upon a group of furries devouring a human, the insanity 
begins. Do they just want Devin for dinner… or something much more wicked?

Collects PLUSH #1-6

ISBN 9781534325951 

August 2023 

$19.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: August 15, 

Image Comics (Diamond Books) 

You've cracked the superhuman mystery and can give superpowers to six 
different people around the world. Who do you choose? The world's greatest 
and most ambitious superhero comic needs the world's greatest comic book 
artists. Step forward Frank Quitely, Travis Charest, Olivier Coipel and an 
international line-up of superstars introducing all the characters from the brand-
new Netflix sensation.

Collects THE AMBASSADORS #1-6

ISBN 9781534399815 

August 2023 

$19.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: August 22, 

Image Comics (Diamond Books) 

The Magic Order is in turmoil after Cordelia Moonstone was forced to expel her 
brother from the group and now there are whispers of discontent among the 
other wizards. They're tired of the rules they've all been living under for centuries, 
and now a coup is brewing with old friends becoming the greatest threat so far.

Collecting all six issues of the smash-hit third volume and coming in 2024 as a 
Netflix live-action series.

ISBN 9781534399822 

August 2023 

$19.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: August 8, 

Image Comics (Diamond Books) 

Dreams are achieved and losses are mourned in the fourth volume of the critically-
acclaimed time-hopping saga.
After traveling billions of years into the past, Nadia finally reunites with her mother 
and sister in the hidden city of Arcola. But the happy reunion is shortlived as the 
city’s hatred of robots soon forces her to choose between Kevin and her family, all 
while a mysterious threat plots to tear the futuristic city apart.
Collects TIME BEFORE TIME #19-23.

ISBN 9781534326309 

August 2023 

$16.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: January 24, 

Image Comics 

When a series of brutal murders linked to Mr. Lewis' past leads Detective Inspector Singh to Lady 
Mechanika's doorstep, the Inspector is finally forced to consider: is Lady Mechanika a crime-fighting 
hero or a cold blooded killer? 2017 Diamond Gem Award Nominee for Comic Book of the Year $3.99 
or Under (Lady Mechanika: Clockwork Assassin #1).

ISBN 9781534326637 

August 2023 

$9.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: April 11, 

Image Comics 

Scientist Grant McKay has done the impossible: He has punched through the 
barriers of reality in a desperate bid to unravel the mysteries hidden within the 
prime universe at the center of the Eververse. But what lies beyond the veil is not 
epiphany, but chaos. Now Grant and his family are lost, living ghosts 
shipwrecked on an infinite ocean of alien worlds, barreling through the long-
forgotten, ancient, and unimaginable dark realms. The only way is forward, 
through the delirium of a million universes, with no way home. The Black 
Science Complete Story edition collects the entire run of the seminal series that 
launched the multiverse craze by the critically acclaimed team of RICK 
REMENDER (LOW, DEADLY CLASS) and MATTEO SCALERA (KING OF 
SPIES, Batman).

Collects Black Science 1 - 43

ISBN 9781534399594 

August 2023 

$59.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: April 25, 

Image Comics 

Welcome to Eden, Wyoming: a town founded by criminals, for criminals, where 
crime is not tolerated. But a terrible murder shatters the fragile peace of this remote 
town, driving local postman Mark Shiffron down a twisting path toward the truth 
about his hometown—and himself. After all, as the son of its co-founders, Eden is 
his birthright.

Co-writers BRYAN HILL & MATT HAWKINS team with artist ISAAC GOODHART for an 
unflinching tale about the price of redemption, told from the perspective of a young 
man with Asperger’s and set in the murky soul of America’s heartland.

Collects POSTAL #1-25, POSTAL: LAURA, and POSTAL: MARK

ISBN 9781534399440 

August 2023 

$39.99 



On Sale Date On Sale Date: May 2, 2023 

Image Comics (Diamond Books) 

COLE TURNER has studied conspiracy theories all his life, but he isn't prepared for what happens 

when he discovers that all of them are true: the JFK Assassination, Flat Earth Theory, Bigfoot, 

Mothman, and so much worse. One organization has been covering them up for generations, 

controlling the narrative for what they claim is the greater good.

What is the deep, dark secret behind the Department of Truth—and will learning it destroy Cole’s 

life from the inside out?

The first three arcs of the critically acclaimed series by Eisner Award-winning writer JAMES TYNION 

IV (Something is Killing the Children, The Nice House on the Lake) and ART MARTIN SIMMONDS 

(Dying is Easy) are collected here for the first time in deluxe hardcover format. Experience…THE 

COMPLETE CONSPIRACY.

Collects THE DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH #1-#17

ISBN 9781534399723 

August 2023 

$49.99 



On Sale Date August 8, 2023 

Paizo Inc. (Diamond Books) 

Invited to a prestigious storytelling festival in Highhelm, the greatest dwarven 
city, a clan’s eclectic guests explore every corner of the metropolis to build 
their own legends. Yet when these budding celebrities find a relic linked to 
one of dwarvenkind’s greatest heroes, they’re drawn into a mysterious 
ancient urban intrigue that kicks off a deadly treasure hunt.

“Mantle of Gold” is a Pathfinder adventure for four 1st-level characters. This 
adventure begins the Sky King’s Tomb Adventure Path, a three-part monthly 
campaign in which a group of adventurers travel deep underground to 
discover a legendary dwarven king’s tomb, seek subterranean treasures, and 
heal millennia-old injustices—all while stopping an ambitious villain from 
weaponizing those same discoveries. This adventure also includes a detailed 
look at lost dwarven treasures, tricks for adventuring in the dark, potent 
relics, and several monsters to threaten underground explorers.

Each monthly full-color softcover Pathfinder Adventure Path volume contains 

ISBN 9781640785304 

August 2023 

$26.99 



On Sale Date August 8, 2023 

Paizo Inc. (Diamond Books) 

Get ready for a barroom blitz! Pull up a stool at a high scale taproom on one 
side, or take your pick from a block of seedy taverns and feast halls on the 
other, making this durable accessory perfect for both danger and downtime 
in any tabletop fantasy campaign! This line of gaming maps provides ready-to
-use fantasy set pieces for the busy Game Master. Full of beautiful details, 
depicting two different city-based taverns, this double-sided map makes the 
perfect place to start your next adventure!

The most-popular Pathfinder Flip-Mats in history return! These fan-favorite 
maps feature versatile adventure settings—city streets, forests, ships, 
taverns, and more—and now they're back for a repeat performance. Durable 
and lavishly detailed, these essential adventure set pieces are sure to bring 
excitement to your game table for years to come!

A special coating on each Flip-Mat allows you to use wet erase, dry erase, 
AND permanent markers with ease! Removing permanent ink is easy—simply 

ISBN 9781640785328 

August 2023 

$16.99 



On Sale Date August 8, 2023 

Paizo Inc. (Diamond Books) 

For nearly 5,000 years, the great city of Absalom has stood at the center of 
the Inner Sea region's culture, commerce, and prophecy. Now, after the 
death of its founder-god Aroden, the disappearance of its lord mayor, and 
new attacks from some of its greatest foes, Absalom stands at the 
crossroads of a new and uncertain destiny!

This lore-packed 400-page guide presents a fascinating locale suitable for 
years of Pathfinder adventures! A huge poster map of the city, more than 
250 locations, and more than 400 interconnected NPCs set the scene in 
unprecedented detail, beckoning your characters to walk upon streets paved 
with centuries of history. Follow in the footsteps of generations of questing 
heroes to chart a new path for the City at the Center of the World!

This deluxe special edition is bound in faux leather with metallic deboss cover 
elements and a bound-in ribbon bookmark. 

ISBN 9781640785311 

August 2023 

$89.99 



On Sale Date August 8, 2023 

Paizo Inc. (Diamond Books) 

Blaze like the sun! Crash like the waves! Thunder like a rockslide! Harness the 
overwhelming power of the most primordial forces of nature with Rage of 
Elements, a new 224-page rules resource for the Pathfinder Roleplaying 
Game focused on the fundamental building blocks of reality itself!

The elements are yours to control with the all-new kineticist class, which 
brings one of fantasy’s most popular hero types to Pathfinder. New elemental 
spells and gear provide tons of additional element-themed options for all 
character classes, and an extensive gazetteer provides an overview of the 
majestic elemental planes—including two new ones: the decaying Plane of 
Metal and the vast and orderly forests of the Plane of Wood. A meaty 
bestiary presenting scores of element-themed creatures helps to populate 
these alien landcapes—and liven up even the drabbest Material Plane 
dungeon!

The gateways to elemental power stand open wide with Pathfinder Rage of 

ISBN 9781640785274 

August 2023 

$54.99 



On Sale Date August 8, 2023 

Paizo Inc. (Diamond Books) 

Blaze like the sun! Crash like the waves! Thunder like a rockslide! Harness the 
overwhelming power of the most primordial forces of nature with Rage of 
Elements, a new 224-page rules resource for the Pathfinder Roleplaying 
Game focused on the fundamental building blocks of reality itself!

The elements are yours to control with the all-new kineticist class, which 
brings one of fantasy’s most popular hero types to Pathfinder. New elemental 
spells and gear provide tons of additional element-themed options for all 
character classes, and an extensive gazetteer provides an overview of the 
majestic elemental planes—including two new ones: the decaying Plane of 
Metal and the vast and orderly forests of the Plane of Wood. A meaty 
bestiary presenting scores of element-themed creatures helps to populate 
these alien landcapes—and liven up even the drabbest Material Plane 
dungeon!

The gateways to elemental power stand open wide with Pathfinder Rage of 

ISBN 9781640785298 

August 2023 

$26.99 



On Sale Date August 8, 2023 

Paizo Inc. (Diamond Books) 

Blaze like the sun! Crash like the waves! Thunder like a rockslide! Harness the 
overwhelming power of the most primordial forces of nature with Rage of 
Elements, a new 224-page rules resource for the Pathfinder Roleplaying 
Game focused on the fundamental building blocks of reality itself!

The elements are yours to control with the all-new kineticist class, which 
brings one of fantasy’s most popular hero types to Pathfinder. New elemental 
spells and gear provide tons of additional element-themed options for all 
character classes, and an extensive gazetteer provides an overview of the 
majestic elemental planes—including two new ones: the decaying Plane of 
Metal and the vast and orderly forests of the Plane of Wood. A meaty 
bestiary presenting scores of element-themed creatures helps to populate 
these alien landcapes—and liven up even the drabbest Material Plane 
dungeon!

The gateways to elemental power stand open wide with Pathfinder Rage of 

ISBN 9781640785281 

August 2023 

$74.99 



On Sale Date August 8, 2023 

Paizo Inc. (Diamond Books) 

“Nobody move, this is a heist!” Whether sailing above the skyline of a 
futuristic metropolis or moving through the deserts of a red planet, there’s 
always a grav-train when you need one. This double-sided map features a 
futuristic train moving through a narrow path perfect for a timely ambush, 
while the other side has two luxury passenger trains moving side-by-side 
over a nighttime city. Starfinder Flip-Mats present ready-to-use science-
fantasy set pieces for the busy Game Master. With Starfinder Flip-Mat: Grav-
Trains, there’s always the chance for high action while riding the rails!

A special coating on each Flip-Mat allows you to use wet erase, dry erase, 
AND permanent markers with ease! Removing permanent ink is easy—simply 
trace over any permanent mark with a dry erase marker, wait 10 seconds, 
then wipe off both marks with a dry cloth or paper towel.

• 24" × 30" mat
• Folds to 8" × 10"

ISBN 9781640785267 

August 2023 

$16.99 



On Sale Date August 8, 2023 

Paizo Inc. (Diamond Books) 

A complete Starfinder campaign debuts in hardcover! With most of the 
Starfinder Society’s agents trapped behind an impenetrable force field, it’s up 
to a new generation of heroes to step forward and uncover the mystery of 
this interstellar prison—the mystery of the Scoured Stars! Unravel the threat 
of the merciless alien jinsuls while rebuilding an interplanetary adventuring 
guild and dealing with the emerging threat of a slumbering god—all in a day’s 
work for a Starfinder!

This expansive 256-page hardcover campaign weaves together twelve 
popular scenarios from Paizo’s enormous Starfinder Society organized play 
campaign, remastering and optimizing them for at-home play in the form of 
an exciting cosmos-spanning complete campaign from levels 1 to 15. The 
perfect introduction to the Starfinder RPG, and Starfinder’s biggest 
adventure to date! 

ISBN 9781640785243 

August 2023 

$54.99 



On Sale Date August 8, 2023 

Paizo Inc. (Diamond Books) 

A complete Starfinder campaign debuts in hardcover! With most of the 
Starfinder Society’s agents trapped behind an impenetrable force field, it’s up 
to a new generation of heroes to step forward and uncover the mystery of 
this interstellar prison—the mystery of the Scoured Stars! Unravel the threat 
of the merciless alien jinsuls while rebuilding an interplanetary adventuring 
guild and dealing with the emerging threat of a slumbering god—all in a day’s 
work for a Starfinder!

This expansive 256-page hardcover campaign weaves together twelve 
popular scenarios from Paizo’s enormous Starfinder Society organized play 
campaign, remastering and optimizing them for at-home play in the form of 
an exciting cosmos-spanning complete campaign from levels 1 to 15. The 
perfect introduction to the Starfinder RPG, and Starfinder’s biggest 
adventure to date!

This deluxe special edition is bound in faux leather with metallic deboss cover 

ISBN 9781640785250 

August 2023 

$74.99 



On Sale Date June 6, 2023 

Paizo Inc. (Diamond Books) 

Dungeons Are Half the Game.
You can’t control what players are going to do. That’s half the fun. But you 
can control where they do it. That’s a whole other half!

The Kobold Guide to Dungeons gives both new and experienced Game 
Masters over 100 pages of insight and ideas into making dungeons great. In-
depth essays from industry luminaries teach you to think outside your own 
boxes, and into a larger realm of challenge, discovery, and good old monster 
bashing.

Practical essays gives you insider tips and tricks to:
- Design non-linear dungeons to explore
- Think in 3D to make amazing spaces
- Make every room count, even when there’s no monster
- Create solutions in addition to combat
- Dole out treasure—without blowing the bank

ISBN 9781950789498 

August 2023 

$19.99 



On Sale Date June 6, 2023 

Paizo Inc. (Diamond Books) 

A Flock of Ferocious Monsters for 5th Edition!

DM: “Inside the chest, you find a handful of potions.”
ROGUE: “Ooh! I’m going to take a taste. Let’s see what these—"
DM: “As you unstopper the first one, the potion itself leaps free of the bottle 
and attaches to your face.”
WIZARD: “Gah! I should have listened to my father and become a rug 
merchant!”

Whether you need creepy crawlies to clamber from the dark places or sinister 
visitors to make your favorite fantasy city come alive, Tome of Beasts 3 
Pocket Edition has what you’re looking for! From swamps to arctic tundra, 
mountains to deserts, and coastlines to badlands, every region is fully 
represented.

Tome of Beasts 3 Pocket Edition brings you:

ISBN 9781950789504 

August 2023 

$29.99 



On Sale Date August 29, 2023 

TwoMorrows Publishing (Diamond Books) 

In 1954, industry legends Joe Simon and Jack Kirby founded Mainline 
Publications to publish their own comics during that turbulent era in comics 
history. The four titles—Bullseye, Foxhole, Police Trap, and In Love—looked 
to build off their reputation as hit makers in the Western, War, Crime, and 
Romance genres, but the 1950s backlash against comics killed any chance at 
success, and Mainline closed its doors just two years later. For the first time, 
TwoMorrows Publishing is compiling the best of Simon & Kirby’s Mainline 
comics work, including all of the stories with S&K art, as well as key tales with 
contributions by Mort Meskin and others. After the company’s dissolution, 
their partnership ended with Simon leaving comics for advertising, and Kirby 
taking unused Mainline concepts to both DC and Marvel. This collection 
bridges the gap between Simon & Kirby’s peak with their 1950s romance 
comics, and the lows that led to Kirby’s resurgence with Challengers of the 
Unknown and the early Marvel Universe. With loving art restoration by Chris 
Fama, and an historical overview by John Morrow to put it all into perspective, 
the Best of Simon & Kirby’s Mainline Comics presents some of the final, and 

ISBN 9781605491189 

August 2023 

$49.95 


